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The SLR LOGIC introduces a new category 
of ultra-light bindings for speed touring. 
It is offered in 4 different versions: fixed 
(pre-set ) vertical and side relase value 
4, 6, 8, 10 wich provides a safer binding
keeping the weight as low as possible!

Speed Touring does not necessarely 
lead to a reduction of comfort or ease 
of use: slr logic, the logical solution for 
the everyday mountain!

180
GRAMS

> Always available

> Materials
Alu Alloys, POM, Stainless Steel
> Release  4, 6, 8, 10
> Adjustment 30 mm 
adjustment plate included 

EASY
ENTRY

SYSTEM

4 VERSIONS AVAILABLE: 
SLR Logic 4, SLR Logic 6, SLR Logic 8, SLR Logic 10.

Kevlar® Core Leash Included
5 | Simple Heel Flap
 (Flat mode, +37 mm)

7 | Wider 
 Leash Hollow

8 | SRA Crampons Slot Included

1 | “Easy Entry System”

2 | Monolink Technology 1.0

6 | New lever Design

3 | Fixed Vertical Release
 (values 4-6-8-10)

4 | Fixed Side Release
 (values 4-6-8-10)

9 | 30 mm adjustment plate included

1 | Easy Entry System : New toe geometry that optimizes the boot step-in,  
 which results extremely reactive and powerful.
2 | Monolink Technology 1.0 : One of the toe arms does not present springs,  
 and provides an higher locking stifness in addition to a lower weight.
3-4 | This binding is sold in 4 different versions of fixed Vertical (My) and  
    Side (Mz) release values; while purchasing, the customer can choose  
    in between fixed release values 4, 6, 8 and 10.

5 | A simple, race-style, heel flap provides 2 walking modes:
 FLAT MODE, +37 mm.
6 | A new lever geometry provides and easier handling of the locking   
 operations such a stoe opening with poles, thanks to a wides pole tip seat.
7 | The toe lever presents a wider leash hooking hollow for a simplier   
 insertion of the same.
8 | SRA CRAMPONS SLOT included. 
9 | A 30 mm adjustment plate is included with the binding.
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